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597. Teil I\': ,\ufstellur;g einer allgemeinen 
DispersionsbedingtJll9 tnshesondere fU;· Rontgen
felder. Z. 1\rist .. 19:37.97. 1-"27. 
It is intu·est;ng to note that l1e himself 
i,....·or·ked out only on peJ·ft-'cl <TY~str-t!s. althoush 
he often exp;e:;~ed to us l>is interr:sts in 
imPerfect crystals. The fact is probably due 
to his aethetic attitude toward physical 
theory. It is true that his theory is much 
difficult compared ~o;ith the contemporary theory 
of Danilll I 191.\1 and those of Bethe I !9281 and 
Laue 119:31 l. This is inevitable because he \oJas 
concer-ned with the founclat ion of opt i es cover-
ing all fl'Oill l)isible rays tt.:J X-rays. 
Nevertheless. 1f •. :. loo'- ;ll tl<<-: dt·a\•Jings 
lbelowl and equations in the papers cited 
abo\/e. vJe c·at1 immedi0tely see hcHV enoi-niOll.'-;J~~ 

we or,.;e LilJJ 111 fundJI!!C!ltal (~·otH."'ept.s of cTysL:!l 
diffraction. This situiltJon is nut :·onfined to 
the difft·action theory. The Ev:alcl metl1od of 
e..._·aiucltin9 rhc: lnttic·e .'1\Jm {F. Srili'.: T!,e 
tllodet·n llH:ot·,· uf :;oltd.~. !!J-Ill. p.'//1 i>!Jd I:v_•.lld-
Ost:en theot·e<ll 1'.1. Uur·n and[. ~iolf: Tlte 
princiFles of opiics. 1959. pp.99-!00l an· 
examples. Thr: concept or E~loch 1.-"·ave \<LS 111 

fact or isinatcd b' [\.:ald. 
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l"ig. 1!2, Fig. 2!. 

From Tei c t e d above. 

11.X-4 THE RECIPROC.ll.L LATTICE IMBEDDED IN 
FOURIER SPACE. By D.\'i.,T. Cruickshank, Chemistry 
Dept., UMIST, Ma;chester M60 1QD, England. 

The reciprocal lattice and the sphere of radius 
K0 (=2n/A) were introduced by Ewald (Phys. Z., 
1913, 14, 465-472) directly from his dynamical 
theory-of crystal optics, which examined the 
intern~l aspects of wave propagation in 
crystals. Laue extended Ewald's orthorhombic 
treatment to oeneral triclinic lattices usi~~ 
Gibbs' recipr,;cal vectors. In 1921 (Z. Krist:, 
56, 129-156) Ewald presented a qeneral 
discussion of the reciprocal lattice in 
structure theory, and showed how atomic struct
ure arranoements could be described by 
assiqnin~-weights, identical with the structure 
factors, to the points of the reciprocal 
lattice. This Fourier transform development was 
brouqht to its completion by Bienenstock & 
Ewald (Acta Cryst., 1962, .12, 1253-1261) in a 
paper on the symmetry of Fourier space, in 
which the 230 syiT~etry groups of crystal space 
were expressed in terms of complex weights at 
the reciprocal lattice points. Ewald's delight 
in Fourier transforms also appeared in his 
discussion (Proc. Phys. Soc., 1940, 52, 167-
173) of the shape transforms of finite crystals, 
a topic considered also by Laue and Patterson. 

Ewald's construction of the sphere of 
reflection and its intersections with the 
reciprocal lattice has proved immensely fruit
ful in the understanding of diffraction 
oeometry and in the development of experimental 
methods, especially for rotation/oscillation 
and precession photography, and for 
diffractometers. An example of its current 
relevance will be described (Cruickshank, 

Belliwell & Moffat, Acta Cryst., 1987, A43, 
in press). The intense polychromatic -
radiation beams at synchrotron X-ray sources 
have brought renewed interest in the original 
Laue stationary-crystal method. Beautiful Laue 
diffraction photographs with many thousands of 
spots may be obtained with sub-second 
exposures, and present the possibility of 
following the course of kinetic experiments. 
Each spot may correspond to the exact overlap 
of many orders of a Braqg reflection (a 
matter discussed by Ewald). If the majority of 
spots are of multiple order, the Laue method 
would be of limited value in protein work. A 
theory of the distribution of multiple orders 
as a function of d* , A and A . has been 

max max mln 
developed, and it is found that typically more 
than 90% of the spots correspond to single 
orders. 
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11.X-5 CURRENT STATUS OF PllASE DETERMINA
TION BY MEANS OF MULTIPLE BRAGG SCATTERING. 
By Q. Shen and R. Colella , Department of Physics, Purdue 
University, W. Lafayette, IN. 47907, U.S.A. 

The feasibility of multi-beam diffraction for determining phases 
of structure factors is assessed on the basis of recent experimen
tal results. It is shown that the method works well in situations 
in which the global interaction between x-ray photons and cry
stal is weak, in which case diffraction takes place by single 
scattering events, and crystal perfection does not play a role in 
interpreting the experimental results. Three successful examples 
of phase determinations using the notion of Virtual Bragg 
Scattering are presented. One case is of particular interest, 
because the crystal (V 3Si) is mosaic, and the phases were a priori 
unknown. Some problems and limitations of the method are 
encountered with molecular crystals, because their reciprocal 
space is densely ·populated, and their nodes (Bragg reflections) 
have very small sizes on account of the small values of the struc
ture factors involved. We report here on a recent experiment 
performed at NSLS (Brookhaven National Laboratory) that suc
cessfully revealed the phase related asymmetry effect on the 
(202) reflection of an organic crystal (benzil: C14H100 2), by util
izing 3.5 keV soft x-ray radiation. A multi-beam calculation 
with mosaic spread included shows good agreement with the 
experimental data. Further analysis indicates that it is possible 
to extract arbitrary values of the phase angle from an experi
ment, for a noncentrosymmetric crystal, by using an analytical 
formula derived from a perturbation theory of the asymmetry 
effects. 


